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It has been a busy time in the Department and this month’s newsletter is not quite 
the one we had planned. You were supposed to have been reading an “Equipment and 
Facilities Special”, but this is postponed until next month - Bronwyn will be chasing 
people but all equipment experts and others with techniques/methods to share should 
think about what to write for next months edition - in 3 weeks time!

A big thank you to those who helped organise and host forty graduands and their 
families at our graduation function on the 13th of May. As always it was a most 
enjoyable event, and it is the efforts of the many “behind the scenes” people that make it 
run so smoothly.

Thank you also to everyone who has been involved with our recent 200-level afternoon 
teas, and to everyone else for putting up with the common room being taken over by a 
mass of keen future students last week. At least there was left-over food to make up for it.

Although this is a busy semester with many student activities, research continues and many PIs are busy with grants 
- either writing or crossing fingers for a successful outcome! Papers have also been coming with several in excellent 
journals so well done to all.

Otago is hosting the Genetics Society of Australasia and New Zealand Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology 
conference on 2nd - 6th July. Congratulations to Wayne, who will present the Custom Science NZSBMB Award lecture 
at the meeting. The Annual QMB meetings are back in Queenstown this year in September and I know many staff are 
involved in them. As always these meetings are a great opportunity for our postgraduate students to attend an excellent 
conference, so I encourage you take advantage of the opportunity to hear from scientists from around New Zealand and 
overseas.

Over the page you will see that our staff and students have been making waves in the press! Well done all.

Health and Safety
We cleared the building in 4.5 minutes during the trial 
fire evacuation which was really good. Just a couple of 
reminders about fire evacuations. 1. Remember there 
are three sets of stairs for evacuating (people tended to 
use the main stair well, forgetting about the ‘outside’ 
stairwell). 2. On evacuating you need to move away 
from the building (as during an actual fire the glass may 
blow out of the windows).

Please take care cleaning up spills around the 
department as we have had a recent spate of slips and 
trips.

New arrival
Miriam Sharpe will be helping with publicity and doing 
some scientific writing on a part time basis over the 
next few months. She can be found in Room 234 with 
Bronwyn.

Building
As you will be aware, the builders are back on the first 
floor and we hope we’ll have nice shiny offices soon.

A replacement main switchboard for the building 
is being made, and will go in the back room of the 
store. Installation will involve cutting the power to 
the building completely for about half a day. We will 
probably take this opportunity to check and rehearse 
our emergency power procedures for the minus 80 
freezers. The date will be announced well in advance.

The distilled water supply is in the process of being 
automated. This should bring better continuity of 
supply, especially over breaks. They have already re-
routed the overflow to pour out of the building slightly 
west of the main entrance. So don’t worry too much in 
the next few weeks about water pouring there – until it 
is automated this may happen daily, especially first thing 
Monday morning and later in the afternoons.
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